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Case study: Image Captioning System
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Troubleshooting example
5.4. Problem characterizat ion
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Figure 5.5: Component entanglement in the image captioning system

of previous components, blame cannot be assigned to individual components without

decoupling imperfect ion problems in component inputs. Figure 5.5 illust rates a typical

scenario of component entanglement in the image capt ioning system. The final capt ion

is clearly unsat isfactory as it ment ions a non-exist ing object (blender). However, the

Visual Detector assigns a low score to this word (0.57), which makes the detector only

part ially responsible for the mistake. The Language Model is also part ially respon-

sible as it creates a sentence with low commonsense awareness. Finally, the capt ion

reranker chooses as the best capt ion a sentence that includes a word with a low score.

In this example, the errors from all components are interleaved and it is not possible

to disentangle their individual impact on the final error.

5.4.3.3 N on-monotonic error

We note that improving the outputs of components does not guarantee system im-

provement. On the contrary, doing so may lead to quality deteriorat ion. For example,

when components are tuned to suppress erroneous behavior of preceding components,

applying fixes to the earlier ones may result to unknown failures. Figure 5.6 shows an

example of non-monotonic error behavior. Here, the Visual Detector makes a mistake

including computer in the list . The init ial assumpt ion would be that if the list is fixed

so that it contains only the prominent words, then the quality of the capt ion should

increase. In reality, the capt ion after the fix is more erroneous than the original. Since

the language model finds a teddy bear wearing glasses unlikely, it creates a capt ion

that ment ions a person instead.
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Problem characterization

Non-monotonic error propagation
How to detect whether a component improvement will improve the 

overall system?

Complex component entanglement
How to disentangle the effects of the component failures on the 

overall system quality?

Continuous quality measures
How to quantify the effects of the component quality continuum on 

the overall system quality?



Human-assisted troubleshooting methodology
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Fix workflow execution
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Troubleshooting outcomes

Detecting non-monotonic error
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Disentangling joint component impact 
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Fixes for the Image Captioning System
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Example of Visual Detector Fix
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Non-monotonic error propagation
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Alternative use cases
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Conclusions
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Our job does not end with system development.

Continuous monitoring, evaluation, improvements. 

Generalizable troubleshooting frameworks are needed. 
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Human input in troubleshooting
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Fix implementation
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Current system evaluation

Evaluation dataset

1000 images

Satisfactory dataset

578 images (general: 4-5)

Unsatisfactory dataset

422 images (general: 1-3)
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